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Abstract
The Solid ecosystem provides a good foundation for the decentralised Web. However, the current
document-based implementations of the Solid specification lack support to efficiently interact with
high volumes of time series data. Therefore, in this demo, we present a technique, called LDESTS, to
more efficiently store and query time series data across Solid pods. LDESTS provides a data model for
individual streams, and enables enforcing constraints on top of individual stream fragments, to achieve
efficient data fragmentation and querying.
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1. Introduction

The current digital ecosystem mainly consists of centralised solutions, in which users trust
various services with their data. Whilst this comes with benefits related to application design,
there are significant, non-technical, drawbacks too [1]. The main drawbacks are loss of control
over the data by the users, leading to various privacy and legislative concerns, e.g. GDPR,
and replication of user data across multiple centralized silos, leading to inconsistencies and
unnecessary economic investments in data harvesting and storage. As such, a rapid paradigm
shift can be noted towards decentralized storage of user data, which is beneficial for both users
and owners of these digital services to resolve the aforementioned drawbacks. To realize this
shift, the Solid specification and ecosystem1 was proposed in which every user controls their
own private storage in the form of one or more Solid Pods, guarding all public and private
data they or others create about them. These data vaults allow individuals to decide at every
moment to which people and organizations they selectively grant read or write access and to
which specific data.

Solid mostly uses RDF documents to represent the data it stores, as this allows users and
developers to represent all sorts of data in relevant domain-specific models in an interoperable
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fashion. Current implementation of the Solid specification mainly use the Linked Data Platform
(LDP) ontology2 to mimic a UNIX-like data structure, where documents are structured in various
folders. It further imposes no extra restrictions on data structure, leaving room for flexibility [2].

The current document-centric interpretation of Solid, wherein a pod is a hierarchy of Linked
Data documents, is not the most efficient solution for all types of data and services. With
the boom of the Internet of Things (IoT), time series data has become increasingly prevalent.
Examples include data gathered by wearable devices or sensors found in a smart home. These
data streams can accumulate to large volumes of rapidly changing data over time, resulting in
the need to store this data efficiently. As this stream of time series data is stored in a remote
location, and most applications want to query over this data, the network traffic should be
kept to a minimal for these applications to work efficiently. Therefore, this demo presents a
technique, called LDESTS (Linked Data Event Streams for Time Series), to more efficiently store
and query time series across Solid pods.

2. Preliminaries

Implementations of the Solid specification targeting data streams have recently been proposed,
i.e. Linked Data Event Streams (LDES) in LDP [3]. This technique is based on the LDES
specification3, which is an ontology for representing collections of immutable objects, like
sensor measurements. It fragments the stream across multiple documents, which in turn are
fragmented across multiple folders, based on a given metric, e.g. timestamps, and optionally
different object versions. By splitting up the stream in smaller documents, LDES allows clients
to limit the amount of data gathered. Research [4, 5] has been performed to decide the optimal
number of samples stored per document based on the velocity of the stream and application
requirements, i.e. performed queries. To allow the resulting fragments to be queryable by time,
TREE hypermedia is used4. This ontology provides relations between the various fragments
and the stream, allowing query processors to selectively query the requested fragments.

Even with these optimizations, LDES in LDP causes a lot of overhead and network load
to store and query rapidly changing time series data, especially for data streams where the
difference between similar data points is small, e.g. a sensor from a user’s wearable, measuring
the same type of measurement with similar properties, but at a different point in time. When
an application is only interested in a specific sample, it still needs to fetch a whole (possibly
large) document. Moreover, if the application requires a large range of samples, a lot of fetches
across various documents are needed. Due to the potentially flexible nature of individual data
points, querying over data can only optimally choose its fragments based on the requested time
through TREE relationships, and not the properties of these data samples. The verbosity of
RDF additionally adds a lot over overhead and network load, as the samples are surrounded by
repeated metadata describing their semantics. LDESTS aims to solve these shortcomings.

2https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/
3https://semiceu.github.io/LinkedDataEventStreams/
4https://treecg.github.io/specification/
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3. LDESTS overview

Time series data typically observes a single metric, leaving all other attributes in the RDF
representation unchanged. For example, for two consecutive measurements of the same heart
rate sensor, only the heart rate value and timestamp changes, while all the other metadata about
the observation, e.g. associated sensor or location, remains the same. Other scenarios include
time series data streams that are generated by multiple sources, each measuring the same metric,
and independently generating a similar repeating RDF structure for the sample’s properties, but
associate a different value to the sample’s source. An example would be the user’s smartphone
and smartwatch obtaining accelerometer values. To more efficiently represent the data, LDESTS
avoids these superfluous repetitions of common properties by defining an optimized data model
per stream. The LDESTS data model uses the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)5 ontology
to define the various properties of a data sample combined with its specific role. There are three
possible roles a sample property can have:

• Identifier property: Denotes the sample’s predicate containing the timestamp. For
example, in a sensor measurement using the Smart Applications Reference ontology
(SAREF) 6, this would be saref:hasTimestamp. Exactly one such property is allowed
per data model.

• Constant property: Declares a property with which either a single constant value is
associated for every sample in the stream (the source property of the data, for example),
or a set of constant values that vary on a per-sample basis (the axis in a multiple-axes
measurement scenario, for example). The latter case can be used for further fragmentation
of the stream, improving the performance of property specific queries.

• Variable property: Declares a value that differs per sample. This is often the metric
being observed in this time series data stream.

Solid imposes little restriction on how the contents of a user’s pod should be hierarchically
structured. Therefore, we propose a custom hierarchy that allows LDESTS to optimally exploit
the properties of the original data for efficiency gains. The components making up this hierarchy
consists out of the individual fragments as LDP resources adhering to stream-specific constraints,
and the LDP container housing these fragments. The LDP container’s metadata declares the
stream’s properties, e.g. the data model associated with the data described above, and the various
fragments making up the stream. Fragments have their own set of restrictions, further refining
the stream’s data model to the exact type found in that fragment, and provide TREE relationship
information as well. A diagram depicting this flow can be seen in Figure 1. As the exact data
model per fragment is known prior to querying the actual data, a specialised query processor
can choose to ignore specific fragments based on the query directly. The fragments house the
set of data samples themselves by tightly formatting the sample’s properties in a string literal.
Constants differing per sample are represented with an index that can be used with the set of
values defined in the data model for that property, while variables are inserted directly.

5https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
6https://saref.etsi.org/core/v3.1.1/
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Figure 1: LDESTS converting the original data stream and fragmenting it on the Solid Pod

4. Demonstrator scenario and results

LDESTS is demonstrated based on a homecare use case, in which a patient is being monitored
during their daily routines using various sensors, e.g. a wearable measuring accelerometer and
heart rate, that generate continuous and vast streams of data. LDESTS is used to efficiently
store the data in the patient’s Solid pod. This pod can then be queried by parties authorized by
the patient, e.g. a care organization, to gain insight into the condition of the patient. For the
demonstration, the Data Analytics for Health and Connected Care (DAHCC) Open Dataset is
used [6], which provides real-world collected sensor data from 30 persons in a home setting,
already annotated as RDF using the SAREF ontology7 to indicate the source, type of metric
and timestamp, amongst other things for each measurement. The demo replays the data of
one of the selected patients in the DAHCC dataset, at the same rate as it was collected, and
stores it in a Solid pod using LDESTS. The data model in the created stream is provided with
multiple possible sources and the various axes of the sensor values as constant properties, the
timestamp as the identifier property and the sensor value itself as the only variable property.
The stream is fragmented according to the data source. With an input of 14.8 MBworth of triples,
representing measurements done over the span of half an hour, the resulting stream only uses
378 kB distributed across the stream definition and 6 fragments, resulting in a 97% reduction.
The demo code (with video) is available at https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/LDESTS-demo.
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